What Works and What Doesn't
When dealing with the human being for what humans are and not for bizarre and
abstract principals, which are then constructed into moral systems that demand
one to live in this way or such, the structure of the human psyche is such that we
don't respond well to abstract and authoritarian moralism. We have our own will.
Look how many people are in church today who claim this religion of moralism is
the true way, then go home and do the opposite. Why?
Because they want to do what they want to do and that is all. This is the human
soul expressing itself through the individual personality. People in Christianity just
do what they want to do and then quote some irrelevant Bible quotation to justify
being alive. Christianity demands suppression of the individual’s soul nature and
conformity to something alien. This is not sane. It is not how Humans are
designed by the cosmos to exist, so it just makes people mentality unhealthy.
Christianity dampens the soul and the development of the psyche of Humans.
The reality is that you need to give Human beings a system of ethics that are
based on something real, such as nature and how it connects to Human nature.
Thus practical ethics are simply methods to work to improve one’s life and guide
them towards their own conscious realization of themselves and the world. We
already have internal guidance; we just need to activate and unfold this to its total
extent. With such conscious realization, our own soul awareness can then guide
us. This is why, if one studies the ancient teachings, they are practical methods
that are poetically put forth simply to help people. Satan and the Demons are
here to help us out.
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